
CHAPTER 7

TTw Grent Magicinn

Religion, magic, and medicine are so completely intertwined in Mesopotamia that
separating them is frustrating and perhaps futile work. It is true that the world's
first pharmacopoeia-the only medical text discovered from the third millennium
B.c.-was written in cuneiform Sumerian, and it contained not a single reference
to gods or demons.r But that was an exceptional text. In contrast, nearly sixty clay
tablets on which incantations were written have survived from the period.

The purpose of magical rituals and exorcisms in Mesopotamia were much
the same as in other cultures: to cleanse persons of evil influences by transferring
the evil to other objects; to inflict injury on an enemy; and to ward offattacks. A.
[.eo Oppenheim has suggested that there is nothing particularly Mesopotamian in
the use of magic, but interest in magic was certainly strong, as evidenced by the
extensive literature of divination together with apotropaic rituals and witchcraft.
Oppenheim did notice a significant shift in emphasis from the second millennium
B.c. to the first millennium r.c., when the medical practitioner lost prestige to the
"scientific" physician. The "scientist" in this case, though, means the one who col-
lected omens and practiced what we would consider magrc.2 In any event, there
was certainly no shift away frorn magic toward modern medical science in
Mesopotamia.

Anthropologists and historians used to draw sharp distinctions between
magic and religion, even attempting to derive religion from magic. Certainly we no
longer deemphasize magic and the occult in the Greek and Roman societies in
favor of their supposed "rationality." Judaism and Christianity were not immune
either, as the popularity of the great god IAO, derived from biblical YHWH, in the
Nag Hammadi Library, Qumran, and especially the Greek Magical Papyri attest.3
(Ihe Greek Magical Papyri, dating from the second century B.c. to the fifth century
A-D. know even "Ereschigal"-that is, Sumerian Ereshkigal.)a In Mesopotamia it is
even more difficult to separate magic and religion than magic and medicine. If
magic is, as Georg Luck defines it, "a technique grounded in a belief in powers
located in the human soul and in the universe outside ourselves, a technique that
aims at imposing the human will on nature or on human beings by using supersen-
sual powers," it may be possible to distinguish between prayer and magic.5 The
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powerfirl, well-constructed, and strangely beautiful poetic composition. The ..Mar-
duk/Ea" incantations demonstrate an intimate connection between the religious,
the magical, and the esthetic so complete that any attempt to pull away from the
other will distort the whole (and remove the magic).

The following poem illustrates the literary form of the "Marduk/Ea" incan-
tation. A man, suffering with "fever," goes before Marduk, Ea's son, who is usually
identified as Asarlubi. Marduk is unable to help the man, and so he goes before his
father, Ea. The incantation includes the introductory theme, in which the diseases
and demons afflicting a person are named, the person's suffering is described, and
a three-part response given by Ea:

Vltater of the Reed Plant

"My son, you know [everything].
What you don't know-how can I add it to you?

Everything I know is yours to know.

"Cut the blade ofa reed plant in half,

Have the water of life drip upon his hand. t5l
kt it pour out over his right hand.

Let it drip down on his left hand.

"The Dragon with his net of reed . . .

it will bind the mouth shut!,'r2

After the introductory theme, then, the "Marduk/Ea" incantation includes
(l) the Marduk/Ea formula, which in its full form consists of Marduk asking Ea for
help, and having Ea answer, "My son! what do you not know! How can I add to
your knowledge? what do you not know? How can I increase it? what I know, you
know also. Go, my son!" This is the central and most conventional part of the
incantation, a solemn passing of magical power/knowledge from father to son. (2)
The second part is the ritual, in which Ea tells (Marduk/the priest) what acts are to
be performed. (3) The third is the concluding theme, in which the effect of the
incantation upon the man and upon the disease/demon is indicated by the use of
"precative" forms of the verb.r3 Modern linguistic philosophers, led by J. L. Austin
and John Searle,ra make a distinction between utterances that make statements
about reality-saying something about something-which they call ..locutionary"
(or "propositional"), and "illocutionary" speech acts in which an act is performed
in saying something. Illocutionary speech acts include promising, ordering, assert-
ing, questioning, thanking, advising, and warning. In the case of Enki's words at
the end of the incantation, powerful illocutionary commands do not so much
describe what will happen but make it happen. In other words, word and perfor-
mance are one-the very essence of magic.

Note that in the "Marduk/Ea" rituals the disease/demons are not destroyed.
The series of words for various classes of demons can all be qualified as ..good,, or
"evil." There is even a frequent mention of "evil" gods. The demonic, taking
dreadful shapes and causing terrible damage, is not "good" or ..evil" in itsell ii
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would appear. There is no cosmic battle between the forces of good and evil, such

as appears in some Jewish, Christian, Zoroastrian, and Gnostic apocalyptic texts.
..Good" and "evil" would seem to describe their effects on humans, perhaps just

on individuals: a good demon brings good (health, including emotional well-being)

to a person; an evil demon brings disorientation and a variety of physical and emo-

tional ills. They are, perhaps, better conceptualized as contagion than, say, satanic

forces in the Judeo-Christian tradition.
The other point to notice is that the story, to our sensibilities, is left unfin-

ished. There is no explicit conclusion to the narrative, no statement that the
..fever" left the man and he revived. Such a statement would be unnecessary-and

probably destructive of the power of the saying. It is not known what may have

come fiist in history, a story about Ea and Marduk, which took on ritual form; or

a magical saying that took on narrative form. If certain archaic Sumerian texts are

ever ieciphered-, it is conceivable that a very eady text will tell us what came first

in the literary tradition. Probably, though, an argument that could take us almost

to the invention of writing itself would not resolve the issue, for it is one no doubt

buried deeply in an earlier oral tradition. One thing is certain. The "Marduk/Ea"

incantation was not captured by the story contained within it. The writers do not

give the text a narrative ending.
This example is relatively simple. The advice (lines 4-7) given to the son

turns upon the reed-plant. The son is to take "a blade ofthe reed plant" and slice

it in half. Its fluid, the "living water" or "water of life," is then poured or dripped

over the hands of the one who is ill, seized by a demon. The reed is mentioned

again in the complex of signs for the "net" mentioned in the final two lines (gi-iui-

SiS-a-ta);the sign for "reed," which points to the net's construction, is the first sign

of the complex. with this "net" as his weapon, the "dragon" will "bind the mouth"

Of the demoniC power that has Seized the persgn. Note, as befOre, "dragon," ttium-

gal, canrefer to demons, but it is also a divine epithet, as it is taken here.

The demons are listed in another well-designed Marduk/Ea incantation.rs In

the introductory formula demons have seized the person, causing him pain, rush-

ing upon him, iovering him and scorching him, tearing his soul and tossing him

tite Uittows. In his misery the man turns to Marduk, who in turn enters the house

of Enki with a plea for the sick man. The spell (inim-inim-ma) against the udug is

also called an en-E-nu-rll incantation at the top ofthe piece:

Lord of the Drum

Enki to his son
to Asarlubi

answered:

"Son, what is it you don't know?

What can I add to it?

Asarlubi,

what is it you don't know?

What can I add to it?

Whatever it is that I know

you know as well!

lii.sl
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"Go, my son,

. Asarlut_ri.

"Take water from the great anzam-bowl;
pour it out. [ii'lo]

The tamarisk and the mashtakal-plant
toss into its heart.

Sprinkle it over this man.

The censer and the torch: 
tii.lslhave them brought to him.

"The nam-tar in the body of the man
like something fluid
will flow out of him!

"The kettledrum

ofthe hero ofheaven, [ii'20]

whose terrifuing roar
sweeps away everything evil where its voice is cast:
trust it.

t-et it defend you! [ii'251

The kettledrum

ofthe hero ofheaven,
with its terrifting sheen:

let it boost you up! 
tii.30J

"Vicious demon and vicious seizer:

break away! fiii'll

Evil ghost and evil binder:
leave!

Vicious god and the evil one lurking:
go! 

vr^v rsr^'r6' 
[iii's]

The malicious mouth and spit that forms malice:
pass by!

Dimme and Dima,

who spattered the man:
bolt! [iii'lo]

"Heartache and sorrow,

sickness, migraine

that cover the man:

scatter! 
[iii.ls]
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"All the great gods

have cursed you:

steal awayl"

It is a spell against the udug.

The power of the lines comes from the insistent use of the imperative and the
imagery of surges and penetration. Ea advises his son Asarlulti (Marduk) to use

water, incense, and fire, and the beating of the kettledrum to break the power of
the demons, as well as plants that, like the water, have been placed in the "heart"
of the great metal anzam-vessel. (Note that a Cassite-period text identifies the
medicinal plant fi-in-nu-uS as a symbol of Enki.'6)

The nam-tar (a word that sometimes means "fate" but is here a disease/

demon) that has penetrated and taken hold in the body of the victim will flow out
of the person "like something fluid," then to be dispersed, swept away by the
"voice" of the drum. The drum "of the hero of heaven" is praised for its "terrifying
sheen," its numinous power.tT

Along with nam-tar, the list of demons is a familiar one in Sumerian. From
the udug, which normally heads the list, and the gal'Jd, originally a police official
and secondarily a demon, the poet moves through a set of doubles, the first eight,
of which are characterized as fuul, "evll."t8 (Notice the dingir-bul or "evil god" of
iii.5.) The demons are, then, not so much radically "evil" but "unfavorable." Enki's
powerful words do not annihilate the demons but remove them in a suitable way.

And the demons can hardly be distinguished from the diseases they personify. The

diseases appear to be mainly general categories of illness and conditions that are

likely to be psychosomatic. The demons are evident in physical symptoms, but they
also signify emotional conditions. One, the a-ld-bul, the "evil binder," for example,
refers (at least in late texts) to "a personal psychic experience often described as a

formless and featureless demonic power which engulfs the entire individual."'e
J. V. Kinnier Wilson considers the collection of ritual texts known as Surpu,

whose purpose is the healing of sick persons, as an early treatment of neurotic and
psychopathic states.2o Three of the incantations are Marduk/Ea texts. One is par-

ticularly important because it is keyed to the actual performance of the ritual.2' In
the introductory formula, "an evil curse like a galyld-demon" has attacked a per-

son: an "unwholesome dumbness" and"daze" befall the man. His god has left him.
His mother-actual his ama dlnanna, "Inanna-mother," his Ishtar or "goddess"-
has left him. His condition covers the man "like a cloak" and overwhelms him:

Master of the Oath

Enki replied to his son, Asarlutri:

"Son, what you don't know-what could I add to it?

Asarlutri, what you don't know-what could I add to it?

Whatever I know, you know as well.

"Go, my son, Asarlubi:

lze/301

l34t3sl



"Take him to the pure house ofbathing.

The oath-undo it.
The oath-release it:

so the vexing evil ofhis body-
if it is the curse of his father

if it is the curse of his mother

if it is the curse of his older brother

or the curse of a bloodshed unknown to him-
by voicing the spell ofEnki, the oath

like the onion it is peeled off!

like the date it is stripped off!

like matting it is unraveled!

"Oath: by heaven cursed!

by earth cursed!"
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[40/4tl

l44l45l

[50/5 l ]

Is4ls5l

The incantation begins with "an evil curse like a galr-ld-demon," and ends
with the adjuring of the "oath." The whole of Tablet v-vl, from which this incan-
tation is taken, is given over to this dangerous "oath." Erica Reiner, commenting
that the word (nam-erim/mamitu) means "oath," holds that in Surpu the term
means something evil. She supposes that it refers as well to symbols and symbolic
actions accompanying an oath. The numen, once invoked, would stay unbound
until dealt with by a conjuration.22 Kinnier wilson considers the "oath" a com-
pulsion to do or a compulsion not to do a certain act.23

The poem is a rich one, however conventional the design may be, a well-
ordered piece. It contains brief, but elegant, touches. The "particulaizingstanza"
(29-31) provides an example, where "my son" in one line is specified as Asarlubi
in the second, whereas the rest ofthe line is repeated exactly. The long period (3g-
57), which begins with the command to "undo" the oath and ends with its undoing,
is built up in stately fashion. The poet, careful to include all significant sources of
trouble, names the curse of the father, the curse ofthe mother, the curse of the older
brother, and even the curse of"a bloodshed unknown to" the victim ofthe curse.
The list increases the formal unity of the period.

In the same way the poet develops three effective formal similes in the
period.2o The "oath" is peeled offlike an onion, stripped offlike dates, and undone
or unraveled the way a woven matt is undone.

Ea's response is typical of a "Marduk/Ea" incantation. After the introductory
formula, the Marduk/Ea formula (27-35) transfers knowledge and power from
father to son. The ritual section (35-39) is extremely brief, and shades offinto the
concluding theme (38-59). Interestingly, our poem is followed in Tablet v-vl by
a series of incantations (en) that elaborate the similes specified here. The onion is
peeled and thrown into a fire. The dates are stripped and thrown into the fire. Mat-
ting is unraveled and, like the flock of wool, goat's hair, red wool, flour, and thread
of subsequent incantations, consumed by flame. Tablet v-vl ends with two incan-
tations, one spoken directly by a purification-priest, a "clean priest of Enki," a mes-
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senger of Marduk; the last is an incantation addressed to "fierce Gimr"-that is,

the cleansing fire itself. Reiner notes2s that the expiatory rite accompanied by the
peeling of onions, the stripping of dates, and the unraveling of matting, is found
elsewhere in the case of a king warding offthe danger of an eclipse occurring in the

month of Tammuz. Here, though, the danger is clearly the "oath."
Even more, the "Ritual Tablet" of Surpu, Tablet I, ties our poem to the pro-

cedures outlined in that tablet. The incantation is mentioned by name there
(I.rev.ii.12). Explicit instructions are given elsewhere on the tablet (I.16). To per-

form the Surpu ntual, the priest is to set up a brazier, put trimmed reeds crosswise

atop the brazier, and surround the whole with a magic circle of flour. Then he is to
recite the incantation. When "An evil curse like a galsJd-demon," is recited, the
priest is to wipe off the afflicted person and to place the items (onion, dates, mat-
ting) in the person's hand. The patient then peels the onion and throws it into the

fire, strips the dates, and unravels the matting. All are tossed into the flames.

It is worth noting that our Marduk/Ea incantation and only one other piece

(an incantation with a brief narrative line) in Tablet V-VI are bilingual Sumerian/
Akkadian texts. The rest of the tablet is written only in Akkadian.

Surpucontains another Marduk/Ea incantation that is of interest because the

long text contains a full mythological introduction and an impressive catalogue of
gods evoked in the spell.26

In the mythological introduction, trouble breaks out from three planes of
existence. From the Abzu comes the dimitu-disease. The "oath" (nam-erim/mdm-

in) descends from above. From earth itself, breaking through the ground "like
weed" isthe di-di-demon (abbazu). They spread toward the four corners of the

world, "scorching everything like fire." Suffering is widespread-extending indeed

through the world. Cities, town, and country are devastated. Young and old wail
in misery. The young man and the young girl are alike filled with despair. Disease,

plague, epilepsy, scab, and gall overwhelm the population. "They have encountered

the man from whom his god had withdrawn and covered him like a cloak,/ they

have pounced straight upon him and filled him with venom." Fluids afflict him:

cough, phlegm, spittle, slaver, and "invocation" and'ooath." Dumbness and daze

settle upon him. He roams around "day and night," wailing bitteily. It is this grim

and terrible condition that catches the sight and compassion of Marduk, who is
unable to help the man:

Cleansed of the Oath

Enki replied to his son, Asarlubi: 145146l

"Son, what you don't know*what could I add to it?

Asarlubi, what you don't know-what could I add to it? l49l50l
Whatever I know, you know as well.

"Go, my son, Asarlubi.

"Take seven loaves of pure coarse meal.

String them on a bronze skewer.

Cap them with a bead of carnelian.

[54ls5]



Wipe the man with it
the son of his god, seized by the .oath.'

Have him spit on the dirt wiped offhim.
Cast the Spell of Eridu on it.
Take it out to the plain-a pure place.

Put it down at the base ofthe thorn-bush.
Drive out of his body the disease thal has overwhelmed him.

"Give over his 'oath' to the Woman of the plain and the Field.
Ninkilim,
en of lhe Animals, will shift the grave sickness

to the vermin of the earth!

"Damu,
the great conjuror, will speak words of good omen for him!
Nindinugga,
divine mother whose hands are cool,
Woman who Revives the Dead,

cools him with the stroking of her pure
hands.

"And you, Asarlulri,
the en of Mercy, who loves to revive the dead,
with your pure, Iife-giving spell_loosen his bonds.

"This inan, the son ofhis god, is pure, clean, shining!
Wash him clean like a stone bowl!
Scour him clean like a butter jar!

Give him over to Utu, leader of the gods!
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[60/6tl

[6s/66)

[73/7 s]

[80/81 ]

[6e/70]

And Utu
leader of the gods, will turn him over in turn into the timely

hands of the gods!"

The grand mythological opening of the piece, which spirals down from the
cosmic to the earthly, from the population of earth to the variou. ryf., of humans,
comes to rest in the combination of spiritual, emotional, anO ptrysicat ills attackingthe individual. something of the reverse of this comes at itre end of the poem
(which is also the end of the seventh tablet of surpu):earth, the ;;;". worrd, andthe celestial world are once again whole as the disease-demons are returned to their"natural" places and the man is purified. Hence the naming of the high gods, Mar_
duk and Shamash (Utu) at the very end of the piece.

In the center of the poem is the imperative, ..Drive out of his body the dis_
ease" that overwhelmed the person. The ritual involves food in the form of loavesofa coarse flour, bronze (a skewer), and stone (a bead ofcarnelian). The ritual takes
care to remove the demon from the outside of the body, when it charges the son towipe the man with the object that will substitute tor tire sick man; and to removeit from inside, when it has the sick man spit on the object. The object is then taken
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to the wilds, the proper-and, note, "pure"-place, the place of demons and under-
world figures.2? There it is put at the base of a kind of acacia. The plant is itself
significant, for it was used not only for fuel, but also for fumigation and in medicine
and rituals.2s

At that point the affliction is turned over to the care of a divine figure, the
Woman of the Plain and Field, a figure who mediates between the wild (edin, A*ka-
dian sEru) and the cultivated (zag/bamdtu). Like the others then evoked, she is a
figure associated with the nether world.

The "oath" and then the man himself are given over to the great god, the sun,

Utu/Shamash. He is by far the most powerful of the gods mentioned in the list, a

god not only in his celestial aspect, but the divine Judge and Preserver ofRight, a
god of fate.2e The other gods evoked are divided female and male. Together they

cover chthonic, fertility, and nether-world domains and end with the high god,

"first" or "leader" ofthe gods.

Kinnier Wilson thinks that witches involve a more dangerous, psychotic ele-

ment in early "Babylonian psychiatry." There is usually an element of illusion,

such that hallucinations and physical ailments are thought to have come from a

source outside the one afflicted.3o One of the Marduk/Ea incantations deals specif-

ically with a sorceress, and includes "one of the fundamental procedures of Baby-

lonian psychiatry," turning the tables on the witch.3t
Like the others, the incantation is prefaced by a narrative that describes the

suffering of the victim and names the power responsible. A "terrible tempest," and

"evil eye" and a destroyer of children has afflicted the victim. It has besmeared the

young ones with venom and slavers. It soon becomes clear that an act ofsorcery is

behind it. Someone has taken clay, "fetched from the Abzu," and a ball of hair.

With the clay and hair an image (alam) of the victim was made. The image hidden

underground, the sorceress then mixes spittle with the man's food and spikes his

drink with venom. The result is a painful sickness:

Turning Back the Witch

Enki replied to his son, Asarlutti:

"Son, what you don't know-what could I add to it?

Whatever I know, you know as well.

And you-what you know, I know.

"Go, my son, Asarlu[ri:

"Flll a safuar-jug with pure water from the dike.

Tamarisk, Ihe i nnui-planl,
the young date Plants,
the iulhi-reed,

[obv.20]

"cypress,
white cedar, l25l

"the duiia-stone,
the agate and the "eye"-agate,
and the muigir-stone,
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"toss them all into the holy water basin.

"Her knot will be loosened!

Her venom and slaver will be like small young animals!

I,et the large net overwhelm the body of that sorceress!

Let her weaken in her heart like the serpent-god!

lrt her own witchcraft bring down that sorceress
the way a young scorpion does!

Let this sorceress dig into her own tendons
the way a pointed stake can!

Let the witchcraft that she inflicted rage against her!

"She will hack her breast with her own hand,

eat her own finger as if it were cheese.

"Let her mouth dry up.

"Nergal, be the great lord of the world below
for this man!

Ninurta, be the fierce warrior, the leader,
for this man!

Utu, be the greatjudge ofthe gods, the port,
for this man!

Ningishzida, be the throne bearer ofthe land for
this man [?]!

Gibil [?]

16-19 [brokenl

"This man,
the son of his god, is pure, clean, shining!

Wash him clean like a stone bowl!

Scour him clean like a butterjar!
Give him over to Utu, leader of the gods!

And Utu,
leader of the gods, will turn him over in turn into the timelv

hands ofthe gods."

[rev. l]

tt0l

il51

The most striking feature of the poem is the section (rev. l-10) directed
against a female, described as a sorceress, a vivid, not to say lurid, catalogue in
which the evil is turned upon the evildoer. Her magical "knot" will be loosened,
the hold she has upon the victim. More gruesome is what happens to her. Her
venom and slaver, full of magical force, will be weakened. A great weapon, a net,
will overwhelm her; she will weaken and collapse. The sorcery turns inward: she
will dig into her own tendons and lacerate her breast. She will eat her fingers. Her
mouth will dry up, a sign that illness has taken hold in her. The lines burn with a
great intensity.

t5l



The section is vivid, not the least because of the cluster of similes employed-

Her venom and slaver wiil diminish "like tiny young animals." She will weaken in

heart "like Niraf" (the serpent god). The "young of a scorpion," the pointed stake

Itui Oigr into thl tendons, andih" fingets eaten "like cheese" point to a situation

where Lagic and poetry are one, where the clever and striking phrase carries mag-

ical efficacy. The lines are in Sumerian and Akkadian, though it is worth noting

that the fuiler text, when the translation is not always identical with the first lan-

guage (e.g., rev' 3, 4, 5, and 7), is always the Sumerian text'
- - ifr" list of gods irerr. f i - f q) is not complete, but the first few are powerful

gods indeed. Neigal, once a celestial god, became king of the nether world (as

lbove;, when he became the spouse of Ereshkigal. Ningishzida is usually a chthonic

god, but note he was one of the guardians of the celestial world in "Adapa," where

ih" ,ru-" was written simply Gishzida. Ninurta is the same warrior and dragon-

slayer seen earlier. Note thatihe end of the poem is exactly like the incantation just

considered. The epithets, though conventional to be sure' seem to move the

afflicted man along a path fromlhe nether world (that is, his illness) to the world

of light, where he belongs (the healing)'

The turn from thl fierce power of the incantation against the witch to the

quiet, pastoral world ofour neit piece is striking evidence ofthe range ofeffects

por.ili" within a highly conventional form. The poem is an incantation by which

ivil is directed our orttr. uooy of a king upon a sheep (udu) and a kid (mdi) which

,u,ry u*"y the evil (sin, sickness, demon) to the sheepfold and to the drinking

place:
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The en of SheeP

The en was going around the holy sheepfold'

the $eat en-Enki-was entering the holy sheepfold'

where the mother licked her lamb,

where the she-goat circled her kid, and

Enki to his son Asarlubi

said:

"Go, my son, Asarlutti.

The sheep that fed on plants undisturbed

that drank water undisturbed

the sheep carried bY his shePherd:

it will be the king's!

With the spell that Asarre put together,

with the cleansing sPell,

with the water of Ningirirm,

t51
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once you have cleaned the king,

the son of his god, in the proper way,
then Namtar and the Asig,

who fix themselves in the body of the king, 
t I 5l

the sheep will carry to its sheepfold,

the kid will bear them to its drinking spot!,,

It is a spell ofsheep brought for the king.32

The composition is beautifully balanced. Line pairs r -2, 3-4,g-9, l 2- l 3, and16-17 are symmetrically balanced. parallelism is achieved, for example, in lines l_2, by repeating elements (en, ,,\otd,,,, ..master,,, ..owner,,, 
una oiir,the sheepfold),and by varying others (gal, "great," and the particularizing suuleci er, = Enki). Thetwo lines say virtually the same thing, with one contrast: Enki is described as..goingaround" the sheepfold, then "entering" it. The opening.ont.^i outside/inside, isreversed in the final lines ofthe poem (16-17), where the evil is iaken away by thesheep (into the sheepfold) and by 

-!he 
kid (to.its drinking pla""l,limg the poeman "envelope" or framing pattern.3l

other examples of balancing are in lines 3-4, which divide the animals of thesheepfold in their motherly caring for the offspring into ewe una u*u, she_goatand kid; and different verbs are assigned as synonyms for..to care for.,, In lines g_
9, the life-giving elements are divided into food and orint, 16i-..olant of quiet,,(undisturbed in the sense that humankind has not intrudsdi and the ..water ofquiet."

How does the text characterize the evil? euite unrike other exampres we haveseen, there is very little description. Namtar and the a sig (anrkki);; u." dung".our,but they are not described at any length. A-sig, the demon-and the disease itcauses-is found in lists of diseases, but it is not found i" -.ai*r texts, and islikely to be a poetic term to describe the hord of the demonic upon the person.
one unusual feature about the poem is that the speech of Enki is the wholepoem. There is no separate introductory theme. Here the evil is mentioned withinthe body of the speech. Although it is a-Marduk/Ea incantatio", ;h; piece does notfit into standard ritual types. van Dijk found a ritual text that ou;lined ten parts:the king is anointed; bathed; dressed in a linen garment; girded and given shoes.Then gold is prepared for a special crown. certain exorci-sms are read. The kingswings a skipping-rope; another exorcism and a cult poem are read. Then the majorexorcism is performed, and the king offers a lamb as a substitute. A consecrationinvolving Asarlulri takes place. end ottrer exorcisms follow. Our text might fit intothe rilual at step eight. van Dijk concludes that the unusual ritual was an occa_sional.piece, possibly for an unexpected visit of a king o. uguinri'u., unforeseencalamity.

The incantations presented so far are well-designed and straightforward Mar_duk/Ea texts. A late bilingual text from the series called utukki lemnati, *Evil
Demons," shows the way in which the form can be expanded in the direction ofAkkadian epic and mythological poems. Anne Draffkorn Kilmer considers thelengthy incantation from Tablet l6 of ..Evil Demons,, a myttrotogical explanationof a lunar eclipse.3s
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The introductory theme is a vivid description of seven demons, "evil gods,"

attacking the heavens. They are "butting storms," one a dragon, another a raging

leopard, the south wind, the surging flood wave, a serpent, a lion, and a storm wind.
Together they wreak havoc: darkness over the cities, dust storms, flood, and con-
fusion. To these vivid, but conventional images, the poet adds a story about the

high gods assembling to consider what to do. Enlil is the leader. With him Ea, Sin
(the moon), Shamash (the sun), and Ishtar (the planet Venus) are prominent in the

assembly of the gods. The poet alternates between describing the destruction and

the gods' fears.
Finally, when the moon is eclipsed, Enlil sends a message to Ea by way of his

vizier, Nusku. Nusku repeats the message to Ea in his watery abyss. Note Ea's reac-

tion to the news. Kilmer translates the lines:

Ea in the apsitheard that word,

And he bit his lip [in anger] and "Oh Woe!" filled his mouth.

Ea called his son, Marduk, and informed him of the matter.

"Go, Marduk, my son!

The son of the prince, Nannar-Sin, who is evilly dark in the
sky-

His eclipse in the heavens is clearly visible.

The Seven, they, the evil gods, the fearless death-causers, they

The Seven, they, evil gods, who, like the abubu lthe Great Floodl

Rise up and sweep over the country,

Upon the land, like the storm they rise up.

Confronting Nannar-Sin, ferociously they encircle [him]
completely.

Hero SamaS (and) valiant Adad are helpless

t..."1.

[130]

[140]

[150]

After a break in the text in which, Kilmer thinks, Marduk rescues the moon,
instructions are given that follow very closely the ritual section of the Marduk/Ea
incantations. The text is very broken at this point, but the ritual appears to involve
a multicolored cord or garment, the hair of a virgin lamb, a wooden club, and the
recitation of the "Incantation of Eridu":

Perform the Incantation ofEridu.

Bring him a censer,
a torch.

Wash him with the purest water,

and cleanse and purifu the king,
the son of his god.

[205]

The text ends, not with a narrative success against the evil demons, but with
the familiar concluding theme of a Marduk/Ea incantation. The demons are named
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liirll;}"t#il:t*::A,tne udug and ending with the "evit gauil," and they

r13

are

The Marduk/Ea form has been modified also in the following famous min-iature, which contains what must be the s-hortest of Ea,s speecheJ, It is usuallyknown as "The Worm and the Toothache,,:

Great storms directed from heaven,
they are the evil gods!

They ascend to the heavens,
return to their dwellings!

The evil utukku and the evil alfi_descend to earth!
The evil elemmu and the evil galhi_leave the city!
By the great gods you are exorcised!
Into the house they will not enter!
They will not break through the fence!
To the circuit ofthe palace they will not draw near. . . .
By Heaven you are exorcised! By Earth you are exorcised!36

I ncant at ion agai nst Toot hac he

After Anu created heaven,

heaven created earth,

earth created the rivers,
the rivers created the canals,

the canals created the marsh,
the marsh created the worm,
the worm went before Shamash, weeping,
before Ea he went, his tears flowing:

"What will you give me for my food?
What will you give me to suck on?,,

"I give you the ripe fig

and the armannu-apple.,,

"What good are they to me, the ripe fig
and the armannu_apple?

Lift me up-and among the teeth
and gums let me live!
I'll suck the blood ofthe tooth
and gnaw the roots of the gums.,,

[280]

[285]

ll0l
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Set the pin and seize its foot.

"Because you said this, worm,

Ea will strike you with the power of his fist!"

After the mythological introduction, from Anu's creation of heaven down to
the lowly worm, the poem looks more like one of the demands of Inanna for a
greater share of the methan a Marduk/Ea incantation. But note that the ritual and
concluding theme, greatly reduced, follow the formula of the conventional ritual
texts, even as the ending concentrates on the hubris of the worm. In the contest
with Ea's magic, the poor worm would seem not to have a chance.

Esoteric Advice

Enki is the god of secrets. The one who would know and use his advice must be
prepared to listen carefully when the cunning god speaks. In particular, Enki knows
the way in and out of the world below, the world of the dead, which to the Meso-
potamian mind was a place of almost unrelieved terror. Something of the human
being survived after death, below ground. Even with the most favorable death-
the death of a man with many sons to care for his spirit and give him a measure of
contentment in the nether world-there is never anything like the Christian yearn-
ing for escape from the suffering of this life into the bliss of the world beyond. Yet
there were times when humans-and gods-needed to make the terrible journey,

and Enki knew the way.
Before turning to the secrets of the nether world, though, it is well to consider

the story of Adapa, the man who was offered the life of the gods but lost his chance.
This is Ea's plan for Adapa. In the beginning of the story, Adapa had committed a
major fault. He had broken the wing of the South Wind while Adapa had been
fishing. It is to make good for his offense to Anu that Ea appears to be offering
advice to Adapa. Adapa should make the difficult journey to heaven and mollifu
Anu:

Preparations for a Better Life

Here

Ea, who knows of things above, touched him,

Adapa, had him wear his hair unkempt,

a dirty garment he made him put on,

and gave him this plan:

"So, Adapa, you are going before Anu, the king.

Take the road to heaven.

When to heaven you have ascended,

at the gate of Anu on your approach,

at the gate of Anu the gods Dumuzi and Gishzida will be standing.

Seeing you, they will ask you:

'Man, for whom are you changed in this way?

I l5l

[20]

12sl
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Adapa, for whom are you clothed in a dirty garment?'

'From our land two gods have vanished.

So I did this.'

'Who are the two gods who from the land have vanished?' t30l
'The gods Dumuzi and Gishzida.'

They will glance at each other and laugh.

A good word they will speak to Anu,

and the benignant face ofAnu they will let you see.

As you stand before Anu, t35l
when the bread of death they offer you, you shall not eat it.

When the water of death they offer you, you shall not drink it.
When they offer you a garment, put it on.

When they offer you oil, anoint yourself.

The plan I am giving you, do not neglect. t40l
The words I have spoken to you, hold them tigh11"rt

Ea gives his instructions or "plan" ftAmD to a favorite of his, the human
Adapa. The advice is twofold. First, Ea tells Adapa to put on the garb of mourning,
the ksrru, a ragged or dirty piece of clothing, and to wear his hair unkempt (malfi).
Adapa is to take the "road" to heaven. The guards at the gate are two gods usually
associated with the nether world. The first, Dumuzi (or Tammuz) is the better
known in literature because of his often stormy love affair with the goddess Inanna
(Ishtar).3e The second is a chthonic figure, Gishzida. The guardian gods will call
attention to Adapa's human state, for it is odd that a human would approach the
dwelling of the gods. Ea's advice is a bit of psychological trickery to win them over.
He has changed himself over, he is to say, because the two gods have disappeared
from the earth. with the "good word" of the guardian gods, Adapa will be ushered
into the presence of Anu himself.

Ea's second bit of advice is how to act when Anu offers Adapa hospitality.
when he is offered bread and water, he is not to eat or drink. He is, however, to
take the garment offered him and the oil for anointing his body. only the context
will show how tricky the second part of Ea's plan really is.

Ea emphasizes that Adapa "seize" the words he has spoken. When the plan
is actually put into effect, though, Adapa misses his chance at immortality. where
Ea had warned Adapa against eating the "bread of death" (akala ia mnti) and,
drinking the "water of death" (m0 m,Eti), what Anu offers Adapa instead is the
bread of life and the water of life. (otherwise, the advice on the oil and the garment
is followed in the proper way.) No sooner does Adapa make his mistake (a trick,
really, of language), when Anu laughs at him.

If the Middle Babylonian version of "Adapa," from which Ea's speech here
is taken, is the same in its ending as the Neo-Assyrian version that has also sur-
vived, Ea's cryptic advice has a variety of consequences, good and bad. Anu laughs
and sends Adapa back to earth. (It is possible that Anu was trying to trick Adapa.)
Had he drunk of the water of life and eaten the food of life, Adapa would have
gained immortality for himself and for humankind generally.* As it is, Adapa's
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mistake has lost the chance for immortality. But the human has seen the "benig-
nant face" of Anu, and the Neo-Assyrian text points to the awful gift Adapa has

been granted: "As Adapa from the horizon ofheaven to the zenith ofheaven / Cast

a glance, he saw its awesomeness."o' In that vision given to Adapa is revealed the
gulf that separates the human and the divine. Adapa's failure to see through Ea's

cunning words had already marked that very difference.
Besides the vision ofheaven that is opened up to Adapa there are other con-

sequences, according to the Neo-Assyrian version. Anu imposed something on

Adapa; but Ea's city of Eridu, where Adapa had served him, is given a special sta-

tus, and its priesthood is given an exalted destiny. The last lines ofthe story return

to the beginning. In the beginning of the work, Adapa had offended Anu, and it
was to become right with Anu that Ea had, it seemed, given advice that would make

Adapa immortal. At the end, the consequences of Adapa's crime are noted in the

"ill" he brought to humankind-and the disease that he brought to the bodies of
human beings. The text turns at last to implore the goddess of healing to turn the

disease aside.
Who is the Adapa of this story ofcrime and restitution, of immortality offered

and lost? Adapa may mean "humankind."42 The wotd adapu means "wise." The

third-century n.C. Babylonian priest, Berossus, we saw earlier, wrote about a certain
"Oannes" or ^uma-an-na, who is none other than Adapa, according to W. G.

Lambert:

In the first year a beast named Oannes appeared from the Erythraean Sea in a place

adjacent to Babylonia. Its entire body was that ofa fish, but a human head had grown

beneath the head of the fish and human feet likewise had grown from the fish's tail. Ir
also had a human voice. . . . This beast spent the days with the men but ate no food.

It gave to the men the knowledge ofletters and sciences and crafts ofall types. It also

taught them how to found cities, establish temples, introduce laws, and measure land-

It also revealed to them seeds and the gathering of fruits, and in general it gave men

everything which is connected with the civilized life. From the time of that beast noth-

ing further has been discovered. But when the sun set, this beast Oannes plunged back

into the sea and spent the nights in the deep, for it was amphibious.a3

(See the cylinder seal impressions discussed below.) In a list of authors and

compositions (which began with Ea, the only god mentioned in the text as an

author), Adapa's name follows Ea.aa Adapa is the first antediluvian sage.

One of the late texts of "Adapa" (A) points out that Adapa is given "wisdom"

by Ea, but not eternal life. The "sage from Eridu" is the very "model" of humanity-

Ea makes him the "ointment priest" and "the observer of rites." Ironically, Ada-
pa's main activities are in providing bread and water for the cult at Eridu. He does

the baking with the bakers, provides bread and water, arranges the table, and clears

the table. He is also a fisherman for Eridu (D text).
Still another text (B) provides a reason why Anu would offer Adapa the pre-

cious gifts of water and bread. Anu seems trapped once Adapa appears before him.

Anu asks why Ea should have disclosed the "plan of heaven and earth" to Adapa-

Adapa is, after all, nothing but an amiluta la banita, a "worthless human." Adapa

may have been the "plan," a vision of the awesome heaven. But Ea's test had

already anticipated Anu's response. Indeed, there is a marvelous trade-oft but once
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again what the philosopher Heidegger called the ..being-towards-death,, 

of man_kind is confirmed through Ea's cunning.
The curious Tablet XII of Gilgamesh contains advice on how to enter the

nether world,as but the advice is given by Gilgamesh, not Ea. The friend of Gilga_
mesh, Enkidu, is trapped in the nether world because he had managed to ignore
every piece of advice Gilgamesh had given him for a descent and safe return. when
Enkidu is trapped, Gilgamesh turns to Ea for help. Ea does not release Enkidu from
the world of the dead. presumably, once a human is caught by the nether world,
there is no return to life. But Ea does find a way so ttrat Enuais ..spirit,, (utukku)
can escape through a "hole" (takkakbu) to the nether world. The spirit ofEnkiduwill then tell an increasingly bitter account of the way the differenipersons in theworld of the dead survive:

An Opening to the World of the Dead

The Father Fagave him satisfaction.

To the warrior, the strong Nergal, he said:
"Listen, Nergal, warrior, hero!

Open up now a hole to the underworld
so the spirit of Enkidu will issue from the underworld
and tell all the ways of the underworld to his brother, Gilgamss,h."+o

There is an Akkadian version oflnanna's descent in which the goddess (Ish_
tar) finds herself trapped in the world of the dead, and only Ea can find a way to
bring her back to life. Ishtar is dead in the land ruled by her sister, the goddess of
death, Ereshkigal. Ea finds a way to get a new, strange creature into the ..land of noreturn." Once there the creature will entertain Ereshkigal, and she will be trickedinto a rash oath. The creature, Atsushunamir, will urk fo. the ..life-water 

bag,,
whose waters will save Ishtar.

Ea's advice is not as detailed as the parallel account in the Sumerian version,
but it demonstrates his command of the ways of the nether world:

A Creature Formed to Save a Goddess

Ea in his wily heart created a figure

and created Atsushunamir, the mime-priest:

"Up, Atsushunamir, direct your face to the gate of
the land ofno return.

The seven gates of the land of no return
will be opened before you!

Ereshkigal will see you and take delight in your presence!

When her heart is soothed, her mood bright,
have her swear the oath ofthe great gods.

Lift your head, and mark the waterskin:

'No, lady! Have them give me the waterskin.
I'll drink the water from that!"'a?

[15]
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The creature formed by Ea for the purpose has attracted a good bit of atten-

tion. His name may mean "his coming forth is brilliant." The priest whose role is

created,ri4sJ innu, appearsto have been a cult prostitute in the service oflshtar; but

more importantly, the assinnuwas a mime-priest and a singer.48 A variant calls the

creature kulu'u, making it clear that the priest who is often associated with the

kurgalfi is an actor, a member of the temple personnel of Ishtar who performs

dances and music. The sexuality and the singing (usually lamentations) may both

be related to the most important function of these cult figures: descending to and

ascending from the nether world.ae

As is the case often in Sumerian myths, Ea is deeply attached to the goddess

Ishtar. It is appropriate that the story tell about the formation of a figure so prom-

inent in her cult. In this case, too, Ea's advice is successful in reviving the goddess-

For his part in it, though, the hapless assinnu is cursed with a terrible curse by the

goddess who has lost her captive, Ereshkigal.

Finally, in another story involving the goddess of death, Ea gives advice to a

god who wants to make the journey and then to escape the land of no return. The

god is Nergal:

How Not to Act in the Land of the Dead

And he called out to give him advice:

"Traveler, do you want to . . . ?

Whatever oracles I give you, take them to heart:

"Whenever they bring a throne for you-
do not go and sit on it!

If the baker brings you bread-do not go and eat his bread!

If the butcher brings you meat-do not go and eat his meat!

If the brewer brings you beer-do not go and drink the beerl

If someone brings wash-water for your feet-do not go and
wash your feet!

"If she goes to the bath

to put on her . . . -garment

and bares her body to you-
for your part, do not lift your eyes to her

in the way of a man and a woman!"so

[4O',1

145',1

The "she" who will enter the bath, put on a special garment' and expose her

beauty to Nergal is none other than Ereshkigal. (Recall that she is the sister of the

beautiful Ishtar.) The "oracles" (tertu) Ea pronounces are expressed in terse com-

mands. What is normal for the upper regions is forbidden in the nether world. If
Nergal expects to survive, he must turn down all those things offered by a good

host-throne, bread, meat, beer, even wash-water. Nergal is warned to avoid the

gifts of the nether world, and he follows Ea's advice-except for the last. The

revealing of Ereshkigal's body has something of a deep mystery about it, certainly
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a deep allure. The most difficult test for Nergal is Ereshkigal herself, and he is
unable to keep away from her. Nergal is trapped forever in the world of the dead.

Ea's advice comes in a Neo-Assyrian version of "Nergal and Ereshkigal." In
an earlier, Middle Babylonian version, Ea suggested that Nergal take with him four-
teen disease-demons, and with their help Nergal is able to attack the court of Eresh-
kigal and bring her around with great violence to the point where she offers him
lordship of the nether world. Here, Nergal has insulted the goddess, and must make
amends. When he succumbs to her charm, the lovers embrace for a week. Nergal
returns to the world above, but only temporarily. He is found there and returned
to the nether world. He no sooner sees Ereshkigal, but they embrace again (for a
week) and Nergal's fate is sealed, forever.

Images and Impressions

Images serve an important function in Mesopotamian religion and magic. A. Leo
Oppenheim, in an important chapter on Mesopotamian religion, opened with a
section called "Why a'Mesopotamian Religion' Should Not Be Written." He then
went on to discuss what he considered "central" to the cult and to private worship
in Mesopotamia-the center, indeed, of Mesopotamian religion. What he found
central was the image.5r The care and feeding of the divine image, most often in
human shape, were major duties of the priests, for the deity was thought to be pres-

ent in the image. Images became the focus of sacrificial activities, and they were
carried in ceremonies and processions. Meals were served to them. In certain rit-
uals the mouths of the images were "opened" and "washed" (pp. 184-86).

Similarly, images were important in magic. Figures representing the god
Dumuzi (Tammuz), for example, were forrned and then destroyed by fire in the
puly or "substitution" rituals. A person who was seriously ill and in danger there-
fore of entering the dreaded underworld would be saved if the dying god Dumuzi
were taken as a substitute.s2 In much the same fashion we have seen in the "Master
of the Oath" ritual above that the terrifuing "oath" can be removed when onions,
dates, and wool are tossed into the fire by a "clean priest ofEnki." In one case an
image of the god is consumed by the fire. In the other case physical objects are
destroyed. Analogies are at work in both cases. The sick man is in some way like
the dying god Dumuzi. The "oath" is in some way an affliction that can be peeled

ofl stripped off, or unraveled, as the "Master of the Oath" text suggests.
Not surprisingly, then, the visual representations ofgods, demons, and sacred

objects were thought to possess magrc. Much of what we know about the visual
representation ofthe gods and ofstories about the gods comes from stone cylinder
seals that were rolled out or stamped on wet clay. The cylinder seals identified the
owner of property that had been stamped. Beyond this mundane function of iden-
tifuing property, the seals-and one gathers, the seal impressions-were used as

amulets.53

Cylinder seals and stamp seals have survived from the archaic period through
the first millennium o.c. Mythological scenes do not appear on the seals much
before the Agade period (ca.2335-2155 n.c.), when they became very popular.sa In
that period new elements, mythological and epic themes like one god killing
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another, enter the narrative art of Mesopotamia.ss Although the scenes are often
baffling, interpretation of some of the scenes has been attempted by comparing the
scene to literary narratives. The god slain by another may, for example, represent
the killing of Kingu in Enuma Elish (see chapter 8, below). According to Pierre
Amiet, the gods represented on the seals are usually types, not individuals (pp. 40-
4l), so it is doubly difficult to connect mythological scenes on seals with specific
myths known through literature. Amiet notes that of the supreme gods of Sumer
and Akkad, An, Enlil, and Enki, "only the last has an identifiable image on cylinder
seals of the Agade period" (p. 40).

From the fourth millennium on, a persistent motif in Mesopotamian visual
art is the "god with streams" (see Figs. l-3). A god, usually seated, appears with
water flowing in streams either from a vase he holds or from his shoulders. Fish
often swim in the stream. The flowing vase is always carried by a divine or semi-
divine being, never a mortal. The basic idea seems clear enough: the divine "gift
of fertilizing moisture in a thirsty land."56 The complex history of the "god with
streams" has, fortunately, been traced by E. Douglas Van Buren. The figure
appeared in early Elam (now Iran), Sumer, and Akkad; it then spread through Bab'
ylon and Assyria into Cappadocia (modern Turkey), the Khabur region, and into
other parts of Syria. It is dangerous to connect this figure with a single Mesopota-
mian god, for the "god with streams" may have represented a divinity in a local
pantheon. The figure may also have represented a god whose name we do not
know. There is little doubt, however, that for much of its long history-the history
it shares with mythological texts-the "god with streams" was assimilated to
Enki.57

Individual scenes are indeed difficult to interpret through the surviving
mythological literature on Enki. The very popular representation of a bird-man,
which warrants a full chapter in Van Buren's study of the "god with streams," may
make more sense now that "Ninurta's Pride and Punishment" (chapter 6, above)
is known. The Anzu-bird, having stolen the divine me from Enki, is brought into
the presence of Enki by Ninurta, the hero who with Enki's help had been able to
gain victory over the rebellious bird and had thus been able to bring the world into
order once again. Yet many scenes on the cylinder seals remain unexplained.

The motifs that appear on the cylinder seals, however, are regular enough in
their iconography that many can be identified. Together, the amulets display to a
remarkable extent the full range of Enki images: Enki himself, the goddesses impor-
tant to his stories, his family, vizier Isimud, attendants, birds, fish, monsters, boats,
and even his Sea House.

Ann Perkins' observation, that Babylonian narrative art favors two ways of
telling a story, may illuminate whal otherwise would appear as a colorless and dull
routine scene: the presentation offigures before the seated Enki. Perkins shows that
one method of narration is to show successive episodes of a story, "often juxta-
posed without clear delimitation" (p. 55). The more favored kind of visual story-
telling, however, was the "culminating scene." In the culminating scene one group
of figures, at one moment of time-usually the climax of a series of episodes-will
stand for the whole story. Both ways of storytelling are basically symbolic.58 The
symbolic quality of the representation may have given the scene the magical force
the amulet was thought to contain.
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Fig. 1. "Judgement of the Bird-Man" (B.M. 103317). Courtesy of the Trustees of the
British Museum.

The range of Enkian images can be glimpsed in a few examples of the
hundreds ofcylinder seals that have survived.

Typical of the Agade period is the workmanship of the cylinder seal num-
bered by the British Museum B.M. 103317 (Fig. l). The impression illustrates what
Van Buren calls the "Judgement of the Bird-Man." Gods appear with flat caps on
a single pair of horns, their hair tipping up behind in a stifftail. A few straight lines
indicate a beard. The arms look like sticks.se The eyes are immense. Seated on a
raised platform, facing left, is the god with streams. He wears a flounced robe. From
his shoulders streams flow and then fall in front of and behind him. Two fish swim
just outside the front stream. An eight-pointed star is visible.

The god with streams gestures by his raised right hand that the god leading a
prisoner is to come forward. The god salutes Enki with one hand and pulls the rope
holding the prisoner with his other hand. The prisoner is bearded. Unlike the others
in the design, the prisoner is bareheaded. He wears only a triple girdle at the point
where the human features meet birdlike features-tails and wings, long bird legs
ending in claws. The bird-man is being jerked forward both by the saluting god and
by the god behind him, who seizes him by the wrist (pp.4laD.If this is an episode
from the story of Enki and Anzu-bird we know from the literature (chapter 6,
below), it is significant that the culminating scene is not the theft of the divine me
or the action scene of battle between divine forces. Rather it is moment of restoring
order. The divine me ate back in their proper place. Note that what is at stake-
presumably what the Anzu-bird stole-is symbolized by a branch or spray of
vegetation.

The Cylinder of Adda (B.M. 89115, Fig. 2; given its name from the owner of
the seal, whose name is inscribed on the cylinder) has received a great deal of atten-
tion. Van Buren thinks that some of its features are so unusual that its authenticity
has been called into question. The usually seated god with streams is standing. He
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Fig. 2. "The Cylinder of Adda" (B.M. 891 l5). Courtesy of the Trustees of the British
Museum.

has one foot raised on a roct. The god faces left. He wears his usual crown, the

horns of which indicate that he is divine. Fish swim up the two streams that emerge

frorn his shoulders. Beneath his right foot is an ibex. Behind him is his double-

faced vizier, known in the literature as Isimud.
The scene is crowded with important figures, and that makes it difficult to

interpret the whole scene. From the left is a lion, then a god holding a large bow

and arrow. Ifhe attends upon the goddess to his left, the god could be the attendant

of Inanna, Ninshubur. The goddess with one foot upon the mountain wears a con-

ical horned cap and flounced dress. Between the major figures and the center ofthe
scene a god with rays streaming up from his shoulders is seen, apparently rising

between the mountains. He holds aloft a toothed scimitar. Noteworthy details are

the great bird of prey that seems to be swooping downward toward the center, and

the tree atop one of the mountains.
Van Buren sees in Enki's gesture a right hand stretched in exhortation (p. 28).

She believes that the scene recounts the story ofthe Anzu-bird. Ifthat is correct,

the bird is poised to attack the tree, and a god is emerging to defeat him. Van Buren

thinks the god is not the sun-god Utu (who is usually depicted with rays flowing

upward from his shoulders), but Adad, one of the heroic figures who challenges

Anzu-as we will see in the next chapter. More likely the god is the chthonic figure

Ninurta, Enki's champion (who then, in "Ninurta's Pride and Punishment," which

we have noted in chapter 6, above, attempts his own challenge to the rule of Enki).
Pierre Amiet, on the other hand, interprets the scene differently.o He too

notes that the pose of the god with streams is a rare one. He takes it as the god in
the attitude of a conqueror. In her survey of the god with streams motif, Van Buren

had already observed a change in emphasis from the early Sumerian gods of the

city-states, like Enki in Eridu, figures of fertility most of them, to warrior-gods in
later periods. For the most part, as we have seen, Enki is rarely portrayed as a

warrior in Mesopotamian literature.
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Amiet thinks the three major figures in the cylinder ofAdda are all in ascend_
ing postures. They are a goddess, the rising sun-god, and the god with streams. Thetwo attendants, on the other hand, are impassive. only th! eagle is descending.Amiet takes this to mean that we are seeing a great epiphany of nutur" in early
spring. A young solar god leaves the mountain ui tt . ,uo,. time when a tree, sym_bolic of vegetation, is exalted (p. 45).

van Buren sees many attributes of Enki represented in cyrinder seal impres_
sions. Enki is the "lord of the watery deep," thi ..lord of rridoen, unfathomable
knowledge" in the depth of his "house of wisdom." He was also thechief magicianof the gods, the great exorcist. His purifying water was used in incantations and
magic rites. Ruler of waters of the underworld, lord of rivulets and brooks, of plen_
teous harvests, Enki was also the god associated with other goods of the earth, met-
als and precious stones. He was the patron of metal woii. and crafts generally.
Patron of foundations, he gave instructions for building things-as we will see in
the story of the flood. The sacred water basin, an image of thJAbzu, was set up in
temples in honor of Enki. And the sacred tree grew uf i' t i, cult city of Eridu. His
sacred symbols were the antelope, the fish, and the tortoise. The goat-fish is another
figure associated with Enki. so close to Enki is the goat-fish, it lomes to represent
Enki himself.

- what is significant is that most of the attributes and cult objects of Enki arefound on the seals dealing with the god with streams. A seal from irr" u.III period(ca- 2112-2004 r.c.), for example, combines a group of figures closely related toEnki (B.M. 103232, Fig. 3). Benearh the feet of the enthronio rr*i is the goar-fish.
A worshiper stands with his hands folded. His face and head are shaven, and he
wears a fringed shawl. Two lions are outlined, and a large crescent stands out abovethem. The two streams issue not from the shoulders oithe god but from the vaseEnki holds.

Fig. 3. "The Enthroned Enki" (8.M. 103232). Courtesy of the Trustees of the BritishMuseum.
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A seal impressed upon a clay envelope from the Old Babylonian period

(dated in the twenty-ninth year of Hammurapi's reign, i.e., 1763 s.c.) even names

it" pri".lpul gods Enki and Damgalnunna (CBS 1273).ln the Old Babylonian

p"rioa cyindei seals *e.e the onll works of art to treat the flowing vase'6' The

seated Enki, his name inscribed next to him, faces left and grasps a vase with his

outstretched hand. The goddess Damgalnunna has long hair extending over her

shoulders. She too *"ur.ih. horned cap indicating her divine status' on each side

of her is a large star. The scene also contains a nude hero' a worshiper carrying a

g"", 
"ro 

a gof, receiving the worshiper. one can just barely make out another god-

["rr, unotfr.r worshiper]and another nude hero in the picture. The nude hero holds

inbothhandsavasefromwhichstreamspourout.VanBurennotes(p.88)that
the seal shows Enki could be depicted without his flowing vase. The goat-fish near

him is enough to identify tne loa. The complex suggests a narrative style that

includes successive episodes of a story rather than the culminating scene'

Through the second millennium B'c', Van Buren thinks' .magic 
became

increasin$ylmportant in Mesopotamia, and the depictions of Enki in art came to

emphasize his role as the great magician. Among the figures represented with Enki

are his vizier Isimud, nude heroes, bull-men, the dragon, lion-headed fish and oth-

erswehaveseenalready,thebird-manandthegoat-fish.Onfirstmillennium
Assyrian seals a .o*-on'-otif is a particularly interesting hybrid creature' half

man, half fish.62

Berossus, a priest of Marduk at the time of Alexander the Great, claimed that

at an eady stage of the universe, when everything was darkness and water' a whole

host of strange beings came to life:

For men were born with two wings and some with four wings and two faces; these had

one body and two heads, and they were both masculine and feminine, and they had

two sets of sexual organs, male and female. other men were also born, some with legs

and horns of goats, and some with the feet of horses and the foreparts of men' These

were hiPPo-centaurs in form.
Bulls were also born with human heads and four-bodied dogs with fish tails

growing from their hind quarters, and dog-headed horses and men and other beings

with the heads and bodies of horses and the tails of fish and still other creatures with

the forms of all sorts of beasts.63

Thecreaturesrecall,insomeways,thebeingsformedinthecontestbetween
Enki and NinmalO in "Enki and Ninmafr: The Creation of Humankind" and also

the monsters used by Enki to attack Inanna's boat in "Inanna and Enki: The Trans-

fer of the Arts of civilization from Eridu to Erech." Berossus follows his list of

creatures, though, with the comment that the hybrid creatures were ruled by a

"woman named Omorka," whose "Chaldean name was Thalath, which translated

into Greek means Thalassa (i.e., 'Sea')."6a From this it appears that Berossus's

main source was Enuma Elish. ln that work, as we shall see in chapter 8, below,

the great goddess Tiamat (=Thalath) rules with powerful magic' and she creates a

band of monsters to form an army against Marduk'

of these many early creatures, though, the fish-man is perhaps the most inter-

esting. one, named oannes by Berossus, is the being that instructs humans:
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In the first year a beast named oannes 

?peared from the Erythraean Sea [probablvthe Arabian GulfJ in a place 
"oi"-*"ii";;byt""t;:;;;il'il;, was rhat of a fish.but a human head had grow; il; tne neao;i,h.ffi;#human 

feer rikewisehad grown from tle fistris tair. ii"i*'ir"o a human ,.ti".'a o*,ure of it is sr'l pre_served today. . . . IThisl u.u.t ,p.ni tr," *^ ;il;..;;;i;:" no food. rt save rothe men the knowledg. 
"f 

f.r"^'"J-r.irrrc", and crafts of allrhem how to found 
"iii.r,.ralrrrft"--pr.r, rntr"o"*i"*J"#ir;{:r:,,:lr.: i::ffrevealed to them seeds and ttt. euih;ns i1yr1, ".t;;#, it gave men everv_

llff.H',t#;T,ffi[XJtllr'.;|rtl*zed rire. From rheiime ortnat u"u,t notr,i,ig

Berossus,s fish_man Oannes is thoughr to be the sage Adapa,65 whose connec_tion with Enki is taken up in tir""r*'.tio"r.
First-m'lenni11_s9al impressionslo indeed preserve picrures of the fish_man (cBS 7294' and B:Y..1rqqlsl. ir ;". 

"u* 
th" nrr,--un niuts in a frameworkofmorded rines. Hehoror in uoti-ffi;;;"*. Three stream, ir*" from the vase,arch over his shourders, aod flo* ii;;r", uero* rrim. i*o nrr, ,*i- on eitherside of the fish-man's treao. n tle ;;;;#;".r,, stamp sear on a charcedony cone,two fish-men floar inrhe.""r,", fori-d;;r^p the rig1i.,i fi;;;;, 

" 
crescenr in thesky' streams issue from vases above ano-nn u ,,r3:. herd by one or the fish_men.The outer stream suppries trre seconi ;;--- with water for his vase.Mesopotamian ideas ro""J 

"oiil tp c"pp"o""i"""r? *.r, into Syria,where they encountered ngvptian inn".r.". errrr"rgr, irr. *i ri,n streams seemsnot ro have been ti:r=;l"1"iii" t"aon, ,r,ui-r,J ir"'rJ"f""oant rainfa'than in southern Mesopotamia, there *--uny seal impressions of the god withstreams in "Svro-cappadocian;' ; ii; earfiLst 
"r rrrJr" Jui;;_ the Ur IIIperiod. one of these ioots titel.t;;;;il"f 

" 
,"gr 

""i.i *r,i'oro 
"", understandthe significance of rhe 

{sures rr" "rgru".iitcns zgzi).;;,l"iJrJrs crowded withfam'iar and some r"r6;'i";;;?;r 
"J.ltur* with the goo wiirr srreams.Enki is rhere, of courc", r"i*a oir"rtoor. rr" *"urr'r*n;;, and a singrepair of horns. The goat-fisr, n* L.i"*irr?"", uno ,r*", u, inJais, which curvesup in fronr of Enki and.resembr;il;;;r" uou' on.l#,ol?. 

"", a crescentand a recumbent goat ir_ ,rt" r."r..lit"il*rc,"ut to receive u nu_u". of otherngures. Among them is Isimud. e.."rj'.r"a v-an Buren, itl-ir,in" only exrantexample of Isimud hotding trre nowiig vas3b. r-z+;. 1l1*l;;;i.," god from thesvro-cappadocian oanthe-o". rrt. g"l ;;il 
" rti" pigtuii il ; cap wirh rarge

Hil : #?#iJfi ::jf;l,::$;T;." sehi,,i i;' ii' u .i,ppri"uti ng god-

The boon ofabundant waters, with the cons,ock, wa s * *,*:1 
_,:;;]il' ; il ;::iiq jlif; 

'"l:I'J [ :i::Hil _",ij,;;]the giver of these blessings, *", honour.io'.r"u"t u *io. 
"r." "J ilr ru.h a lengthyperiod of time' In a'his 

"r*"r i. *-t"i"for the werfare 
"i;;#;;estowing uponrhem materiar benefirs' 

"r;rr;;it;;rh;i us spetts from rhe powers of ev'.68

The persistence of.Enki 
-is 

the topic of th€ next chapter. The literature inwhich Enki is named and 
T ,T;;""il;rl'-t". para,els it . .pr"a of rhe ..godwith streams" in Ancienr Near Eastern;:;;- the third _*"fr;;; through the
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first, from southern Mesopotamia north and west as far away as Syria and the cities
of the Hittites, the art and literature of the great magician spread widely. In one
sense Enki was tied very closely to an ecological niche and the economy of the
marshes in southernmost Iraq. When Mesopotamian civilization moved inexora-
bly north into a different ecological condition, Enki's role in some ways diminished,
and Eridu became a sacred city, a pilgrimage stop, instead of the political and eco-

nomic center it had been before. The fertile valleys of northern Iraq, the heartland

of the Assyrians, had sufficient rainfall for crops and pasturage. The yield even

today is greater there than in the alluvial plains of the south.6e

What did not diminish in the movement of Mesopotamian civilization was

the reliance on magic. Indeed, magic seems to have become more and more impor-
tant through the second and first millennia. That meant the role ofthe esoteric Enki
would remain long after his cult city had lost its political importance.


